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Australian Masters Squash Championships
Ballaarat* City of gold, democracy and tourism. Of stately old buildings and
contemporary housing estates; of rambling roadways and modern freeways; of
squash courts with very short doorways and golf courses with very long fairways; of
cold days with freezing winds and colder nights with even more freezing winds; of
nights of frost and days of snow; and cold; and more cold; and… Jeez it was cold.
But the people were warm… Their
smiles, their welcomes, their hospitality, all warmed the soul and
made for a pretty good fortnight of
squash—and all the raucous social
gatherings that we have come to
know as the Australian Masters
Squash Championships.
Before Ballarat, I had only attended
one Australian Masters Squash
Championship—here in Canberra
back in 2013. I had heard how much
fun they were, both on and off the
court, and having retired in July I
now have unlimited holidays, so
thought “why not”.
So with new found freedom and my
wife (Helen) keen to help me explore
the Victorian countryside, we packed
the car and headed south. Rather
than going directly to Ballarat, we
decided to take a week to wander
through some very picturesque and
historic Victorian towns, spending
time in Rutherglen, Bendigo, Mount
Macedon, Dayelsford and Halls Gap.
We arrived in Ballarat on Sunday

afternoon, just in time for the team
meeting.

number of people who I have never
played before.

For those who have never been to an
Australian Championship, it is run
over two weeks, with the first week
being the individuals’ competition
and the second week being the
teams’ competition. The format of
the teams event (which is what I
played in) involves teams having a
different match start time each day.
Knowing your match times at the
start of the week gave us plenty of
opportunity to plan those other little
adventures that we did while we were
in Ballarat itself.

The functions, which included a
mid-week show about the Eureka
Stockade (Blood on the Southern
Cross) and the presentation dinner/
dance on the Friday night were both
fantastic events, with both being very
well run and lots of fun.

The event was very well run, with
great facilities and very friendly and
helpful staff and volunteers at every
turn at the Ballarat Squash &
Racquetball Fitness Centre. Not
being a veteran championship goer, I
didn’t know nearly as many interstate
players as some of my other team
members, but by the end of the week
I had made dozens of new friends. It
was also great to be able to play a

Despite our team ending up in 3rd, I
have already told Helen that we will
be heading to the 2018
Championships in Hobart. If you
haven’t been to one before, it is
something I would thoroughly
recommend you add to your bucket
list. – Mark.
I visited the ʻMuseum of Australian
Democracyʼ which is ʻon The
Eurekaʼ—excuse the local jargon
—and found it to be a fascinating
interactive display of the
emergence of democracy in our
great country. I reported this to our
group, and one (who shall remain
nameless), replied “It must be a
small museum”. Sigh… –Ed.

*BALLAARAT
This is no typo! ‘Ballaarat’ is the original spelling and may still be seen today, paying homage to its long history.
Prior to pastoral settlement in 1837 Aboriginal people inhabited the land in the area which was to become known
as Ballarat. This word is of native origin from “Balla” and “Arat” meaning ‘resting place’. The official spelling of
the City of Ballaarat had a double ‘a’ from the time of the proclamation of the township in 1852 and the
declaration of a city in 1870. It remained that way for 143 years until local government amalgamation in 1994.
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through...

… And fix the collar...

The Silly Hat com
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done
… Good boy. Well

… Now tuck in the tail—
careful, careful… OOPS!

petition

TEAM WINNERS! Well, ⅔ of them
A rare sight—John
cornered by a woman

VAN DIEMEN’S LAND
Off to Tassie in 2018

AMSA CHAMPIONSHIPS
Hobart 3 –14 September

HOSTED BY
Tough competition, keen spectators, and

old friends

Eastside Squash & Fitness Centre
Bellerive

www.ausmasterssquash-hobart2018.com

Rock-on, dudes! See you at Hobart in 2018
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Position
Vacant

Secretary
ACT Masters Squash

(please don’t stop reading yet)
Are you looking for an
opportunity to meet new
people, to develop your writing
skills, to learn to negotiate to
get your point of view across, to
travel and to get a real sense of
achievement and satisfaction
from a ‘job well done’? Then
look no further, as we have the
job for you.
Our current Secretary, the wonderful
Virginia Buring, has already developed all the
above skills well beyond what I thought was
humanly possible. However, she has
indicated that she will not be standing for
re-election in March 2018. Therefore we are
in the market for a new Secretary for ACT
Masters Squash.
The primary role of the Secretary is to
manage incoming and outgoing
correspondence on behalf of the association
and to support our monthly committee
meetings—which includes doing the
minutes for each meeting. On average, it
would involve 1–2 hours each week and
certainly isn’t an onerous task. The role is
also very well supported by other members
of the committee.
If you are interested in giving a little bit of
your time back to an association that does a
lot to improve the health and wellbeing of a
lot of Canberra squash players, here is your
chance. Give me a call or drop me an email
and I would be happy to have a chat about
the role.
Note: the only travel is actually to the
Woden Squash Centre for our monthly
meetings…
Mark Young
President, ACT Masters Squash
0407 406 249
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Masters MASS
Sunday 15 October 2017 at Weston Creek
Community Centre

Given how popular our Sunday squash was
that we ran for a few weekends in January this
year, we have decided to trial a monthly
Masters Alternative Sunday Squash or MASS
for short (while it may be a little irreverent,
I'm sure you will remember the acronym).!
We will be starting Masters MASS (Masters Alternative Sunday
Squash) at Weston Creek Community Centre squash courts
on Sunday 15 October and will be running it under the same
format as we ran our previous Sunday social squash in January
earlier this year.
There will be two
session times,
with the first
being from 1–3
pm and the
second running
from 3–5 pm.
Depending on
numbers in each
group, you will
Some of the Ladies Choir at Masters MASS
play for 15 to 20
minutes, before rotating to your next match or having a break.
For just $10, you are guaranteed to get a good run over the two
hours (and the fridge will be open if you need refreshments).
If you are interested in coming along to MASS, just drop us an
email at: actmasterssquash@gmail.com and include your
preferred session time (either a 1pm or 3pm start). This will let
us better plan some match-ups to ensure you get a good hit.
Even if you aren't playing in the current comp, but would like to
keep your eye in—or see if you still remember how to hit a
squash ball—come along and join us. You can choose to have just
one or two hits if you would prefer to ease your way back into it.
The advantage of coming along to Masters MASS is that is good
for both the body and sole :-)
.

Side Wall

Ball
Tin

Ron

Handout’s
October
Contest
What happened next?

1. Did Ron play the
ball back to himself
Floor
and concede a
Loser
stroke, or
The thirteenth neatest correct entry received
will win this photograph, signed by Ron himself. 2. Did he play a deft
winning drop-shot?
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Nowra Masters
The last weekend in July saw the final tournament hit-out
before the Australian Championships in Ballarat.
Eighty-four Intrepid Masters players (which included 9* from
the ACT) from as far away as the Central Coast, to Gippsland in
Victoria, and out to Coleambally in the west made it over the
ranges to play in the tournament at Nowra.
The courts at Bombaderry (a suburb of
Nowra) were found to be in their usual
excellent condition, with a fresh coat of
paint on many. Ivan (the court owner,
not the terrible) and the stalwarts of the
squash club, notably Mark and Lynda
(remember her?), are to be complimented
on such presentation.
On Friday night a jovial and sometimes
pleasantly noisy crowd met at the rather
large Shoalhaven Heads Bowling Club
to re-unite acquaintances and sus-out
their opponents. The meals were found
to be generally satisfying and the wines
even more so, as some players were
noted to be a little less than lively the
next morning.
Saturday night
saw most of us
repair to the ExServicemen’s Club
for a grand feast
of all-you-can-eat
for twenty
something dollars.
There must have
been 50 different
dishes to try, but
somehow they all
Jeff seemed to like
seemed to taste
the dessert
the same. Then
downstairs to be entertained by the local
band Retrospective. The blurb posted
them as: “six of Sydney's & the
lllawarra's most experienced

musicians (who have played together
both nationally & internationally), for a
fun filled night of entertainment with a
look back at the greatest hits from the
70's & 80's”. Yeah, and they weren’t too
bad at all.
And the squash? It was quite a good,
competitive little tournament, well
organised by the aforesaid Mark et.al.,
and kept moving along at a cracking
pace by the redoubtable Garry Irwin.
Some ACT victories and semi-victories:
Division 1 Mick Bayley Winner
Division 5 Denis Mettam Plate
Division 6 Karreen Watt Runner-up
Division 7 Ron Smith
Plate
The almost traditional Sunday morning
‘egg-and-bacons’ were quite up to the
standard that we have come to expect, as
evidenced by the high and steady
demand for their production—finally
running out of ingredients just as the
tournament finished.
Here I must mention Lynda’s hospitality
and graciousness in putting up (with) a
bunch of friendly freeloaders. We were
spread throughout her house in guestrooms, garage and even on her front
lawn. It made for a very enjoyable
weekend. Thank you Lynda.
*I have included Des Rowley from
Goulburn, as he plays in our Monday
night competition.

TOURNAMENT CALENDAR
Wyong Masters 28–29 October
Ballarat Masters 17–19 November
This is a regular Victorian tournament,
so do not confuse it with recent events
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Dapto Masters 25–26 November
(NSW Masters AGM)
ACT Masters March Tournament
3–4 March, 2018
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bottles of champagne at
my table and some part of
the several I bought for
other tables where I had
managed to stagger.
By John Forrest
I woke up, briefly
As most of you are aware
wondering where I was
the AMSA Championships and just how I had got
were held this year in the
home. After a much
above, architecturally
needed shower I went to
splendid, city. In these
admire my trophies. No
Championships I managed sign of either. Bugger! I
to win my
headed off
event,
to the
(Men’s 70–
venue to see
74 Div 3)
if I had left
due perhaps
them at the
—in fact no
function.
doubt—to a
No luck. I
very favourcalled a
able and
couple of
sympathetic
friends who
grading. Still John receiving his Judith
politely
a Title is a
informed
Goadby Award memento
Title and is
me that
plaque from Peter Wright
no small
they were
achievement—however
not remotely surprised
earned. It was an occasion given my condition. I was
to celebrate...
mortified and distraught
So, after the presentations —not to mention
hungover.
at the Individuals Dinner
I decided to ring that
But around noon my
celebratory bell, and did
phone went ‘ping’ and
so with a vengeance. Now there on the screen was a
at this function I had
picky of my Gold Pan
received two trophies from with a cheeky
AMSA president Peter
message
Wright. One, a splendid
saying
trophy, a Gold Pan, for
“Are you
my Men’s 70–74, and also looking
a stylish ‘memento’ of the for this?”
prestigious Judith Goadby Oh Bliss! This
award which I was
still left the loss of the
awarded several years ago. Judith Goadby award, so I
I managed to lose both...
had a quiet word to my
old mate Lynda who
I have no idea just how
looked at me as if I were
this happened. In fact I
an idiot, which of course I
have no idea what
am, and told me that I
happened between
had given the award back
10.00pm and 10.00am
to Peter after the presentthe next morning.
ation for engraving—
Complete and utter
“Don’t you remember?”
amnesia—caused I am
told by the personal
Sorry, Idontrememberath
consumption of at least 3
ingIamgettingoldbut.
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...and Blue Ribbons

We had some degree of success in the
Australian Masters Individuals
Championships at Bathurst.
As there were no starters from ACT in the Mens Open
age groups between 35 and 69, nor in the Womens
Open between 35 and 59, we had to rely on the
‘unstoppables’ from the more senior ranks.

Open Events
In the Mens Open 70–74, Denis came in a creditable 4th,
and in the 75–79 Open, Haydn did a sterling job finishing
a close runner-up.
The Womens Open events saw Clare win the 60–64
Open Consolation Plate, and Karreen came fourth in the
65–69 Open.

Mens Divisions
We had three Gold Medal winners in the divisional
tournaments, John Forrest, Lynda Hancock, and Elaine
Gray. Congratulations.
Evan Williams!
Aaron Matthes!
Gary Hampson!
John Forrest!
Ron Smith !
Des Rowley!

Mens 35–39 Div2! Runner-up
Mens 45–49 Div2! Third
Mens 55–59 Div3! Runner-up
Mens 70–74 Div3! Winner
Mens 70–74 Div2! Runner-up
Mens 75–79 Div2 ! Consolation Plate

Womens Divisions
Kathy Matheson !
Sue Parker !
Lynda Hancock !
Heather Campbell!
Elaine Gray!

Ladies 45–49 Div2.! Runner-up
Ladies 55–59 Div2 ! 4th
Ladies 60–64 Div3 ! Winner
Ladies 65–69 Div2 ! Runner-up
Ladies 75–79 Div2. ! Winner

And a big ‘well done’ to all who played, and for a speedy
recovery to those who were injured.

Lynda seems quite pleased with
her Gold trophy, won against
some tough opposition
Elaine in familiar pose
showing off Gold
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THE

And Now For The Important Stuff—

The TEAMS Tournament
The second week at Ballarat saw about 325 players (give or take
a few) take to the courts for the Interstate Teams Challenge.
This is the week that most players go for. A week of frenetic social intercourse, of reacquainting with old foes and old friends, and recounting glorious victories and
ignoble defeats… or just saying hello.
Two ACT Teams were victorious in their Teams event.
In Div5 the team of Adam Chad, Bruce Morgan, and Alan Martin (ACT4) brought
home the Gold, as did in Div7 the team Alan Brownlee, Julie Medway, and Karreen
Watt (ACT6).
The method of scoring match points for 3-person teams leaves very few ‘dead’
rubbers, and funny things can happen. In Div5 on the last day, ACT4 were sitting in
third place with little chance of advancing. One of the teams in their Division was
undefeated, and a win would give that team Gold. This was the expected result.
However, against the odds the underdogs defeated the top team by a big enough
margin, and ACT4—on the back of a good win—leapfrogged them both to hit the
winning post two points in front. The only sure thing about a sure thing, is that
there’s no such thing as a sure thing—or some such thing.
The full ACT results are:
Div 1 ACT1 4th Mick Bayley, Jeff Row, Shane McKeown
Div 2 ACT2 3rd Mark Young, Arron Matthes, Lorraine Rae
Div 4 ACT3 5th Gary Hampson, Donna Chalmers, Jim Foley, Adam Chad
Div 5 ACT4 1st Adam Chad, Bruce Morgan, Alan Martin
Div 6 ACT5 3rd Denis Mettam, Clare Maunder, Michael De Nardi
Div 7 ACT6 1st Alan Brownlee, Julie Medway, Karreen Watt
Div 8 ACT7 5th David Baussmann, Martin Shannon, George Komorowski
Div 9 ACT8 3rd Scott Caban, Sue Parker, Ron Smith
Div 10 ACT9 3rd Paul Sweeney, Chad Addison, Peter Campbell
Div 12 ACT10 5th John Forrest, Donna Hewitt, Edwina Mulhearn
Div 14 ACT11 5th Vicki Caban, Lynda Hancock, Heather Campbell
Div 17 ACT12 3rd Ron Bates, Jenny Moylan, Lisa Grice, Rhonda Fry
Div 18 ACT13 4th Desiree Van Kleef, Judi Martin, Linda Shannon
Which averages out to a place of 3.5-ish for our whole squad. Not Bad.

et prep
Nice racqu

aration De

siree

Down the wall or cross

court?

Ferret
This column may be
gossip, semi-truth,
absolute balderdash,
and sometimes
even factual.
Hopefully, you
will find it
interesting.

I have ferreted out the
goss that a certain
former President of ACT
Masters allowed his ego
to hyper-inflate only to
have it cruelly crushed
by the fickle hand of
fate.
It seems that while
playing one of his Teams
matches at Ballarat, he
noticed a TV crew
filming, and indeed they
filmed his entire match.
When off-court he
enquired as to what that
was all about, he was
told that it was a local
news crew doing an
interview on the Masters
Tournament, and that it
would be broadcast later
that evening.
Back at his rooms he
spent the evening surfing
the channels watching
every newscast, every
sportscast, relentlessly
searching, and made his
family sit through every
second of this so they
wouldn’t miss a morsel
of his ‘moment of fame’.
Guess what? The news
crew had also shot Chad
Addison’s match and
used that one instead.
He was seen later at
dinner, head in hands,
mumbling “I can’t believe
it. They used Chad. Not
me... Chad... Mumble...
pissed-off... mumble... I
just can’t believe it”...
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MORE FROM THE

SALE-O Buyers SALE-O Ferret

At this year’s March tournament, each entrant received a Teeshirt free with their entry fee. These were given as an incentive
to all Masters squash players to enter the tournament. This
strategy proved fairly successful, as somewhere around 135
entered for the tournament.
In anticipation of this success, and in
order to cater to the varied and
diverse sizes of people who tend to
gather at Masters tournaments, it was
deemed necessary to order an
oversupply of these shirts.
This task was given to our own
redoubtable Heather Campbell, and
what a great job she did. The shirts are
stylish, comfortable, really good to play
in, and no doubt pleased our sponsors.
Well, everybody got their shirts, and
those who needed to were able to
change theirs for one of a more

appropriate fit, and everybody was
happy.
Except Heather.
In pleasing everybody, we consequently
have a superabundance; a surfeit; a glut;
a superfluity; an overdose; a profusion;
and even a redundancy of these
wonderful shirts.
And Heather would dearly like to
convert such plethora into a paucity,
so we are going to flog off all the
remaining March tournament shirts for
the princely sum of just $20.00 each.

We have left for sale:
SIZE!

10!

AVAILABLE

SIZE!

0

Ladies Sizes
12!
14!
16!

5

1

7

Mens Sizes
Small! Med! Large! XL!

AVAILABLE !

0

0

8

5

18!

20!

22

4

1

0

2XL!

3XL!

4XL

5

0

0

So to reserve one of these terrific squash shirts, simply give Heather a call on
0404 822 323 and she will put one aside just for you.
(Quick-sticks, or you just might miss out)

I ferreted out
this delightful
morsel of ‘it
could only
happen to John Forrest’
gossip from Ballarat.
You no doubt have by
now read an account—
by John himself—of his
condition after the
individuals dinner dance.
Well, as reported he
somehow got back to his
room and into bed. At
about 2am the contents
of many bottles of
bubbles were pressing
urgently, so like a good
little boy he got up and
fixed the problem.
While he was up, he
thought “put the washing
on John, and it’ll be ready
when you wake” and then
he went back to bed.
All good, except he
didn’t close the door of
the front-loader properly,
did he, and the machine
spilled gallons of water
everywhere and soaked
the carpets., di’n it.
And John slept on
blissfully unaware—until
he awoke. After the
panic subsided, came the
frantic attempt to try
and dry it out.
How? Yes… towels…
not enough. Think, think.
Yes… paper towels…
He scrounged every roll
of paper towel he could
beg, borrow, or steal.
Now how to hide the
mess from the day-staff?
Easy. Hang out the DoNot-Disturb sign and
Clear out for the day.
Brilliant!
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You Be The Judge

And the Winner is…

Turning – the whys and wherefores
Turning is a direct result
of the ball hitting (usually)
both a side wall and then
the back wall and then
coming around behind
the player. The player must
then either physically turn
with the ball, or stand and
try to watch it come
around to a playable
position. In both cases the
striker has ‘turned’.
As the striker has ‘lost
contact’ with where the
opponent is, the result
can be very dangerous
with the striker blasting
away blindly and the
opponent cringing for fear
of life and limb.
The rules governing
‘turning’ have changed
over time, all with the
need for better safety.
Years ago the turning
player was required to yell
out “TURNING” at the
top of his voice, which
told the opponent
something like “Get out of
the flamin’ way, or you’ll
get this one right up your
clacker”.
The rules now discourage
players from striking the
ball after turning. If the

opponent is struck by the
ball after the striker has
turned the rally is
awarded to the opponent
(unless the opponent
made a deliberate
movement to intercept
the ball, in which case the
point is awarded to the
striker).
Conversely, if the player
while turning stops play
for fear of striking the
opponent, then a let is
played. This is the
recommended course of
action when a player
wants to turn but is
unsure of the opponent’s
position.

without turning, but
turned in order to create
an opportunity to request
a let, (and to diffuse a
good serve), no let is
allowed. Be careful here,
as this decision is very
subjective, but some
players have been known
to try to gain such an
advantage.
• Sometimes in the melee
of a rally the ball crosses
from side wall to back
wall and is seemingly a
turning situation, but the
ball actually passes in front
of the player. This is not
turning, and normal rules
of interference apply.

Points to ponder
• If the striker could have
reasonably made a good
return

All players who pay their
comp fees on time are
automatically entered into
the draw for a $100 cash
prize.
For the current Spring
comp, we asked Linda
Barich to draw the lucky

winner during our last
committee meeting.
As luck would have it, the
winner was our VicePresident, Alan Martin.
Congratulations Alan.
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ACT Masters Squash Committee
Your Committee is here to assist members with any questions, concerns or ideas that you may have.
Please don’t hesitate to talk to any of the committee members or send a email to:
actmasterssquash@gmail.com

Committee Members:
President – Mark Young. Vice-President – Alan Martin. Secretary – Virginia Buring. Treasurer – Ron Smith.
Committee Members – Linda Barich, Sue Parker, Heather Campbell, Richard Horlock, Denis Mettam,
Michael Barrett, Scott Caban, Jane Cottam-Manning.

